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A Fast High-Order Solver for Problems of Scattering
by Heterogeneous Bodies
Oscar P. Bruno and Alain Sei
Abstract—A new high-order integral algorithm for the solution
of scattering problems by heterogeneous bodies is presented. Here,
a scatterer is described by a (continuously or discontinuously)
varying refractive index ( ) within a two-dimensional (2-D)
bounded region; solutions of the associated Helmholtz equation
under given incident fields are then obtained by high-order inver-
sion of the Lippmann-Schwinger integral equation. The algorithm
runs in ( log( )) operations where is the number of dis-
cretization points. A wide variety of numerical examples provided
include applications to highly singular geometries, high-contrast
configurations, as well as acoustically/electrically large problems
for which supercomputing resources have been used recently. Our
method provides highly accurate solutions for such problems on
small desktop computers in CPU times of the order of seconds.
Index Terms—Electromagnetic scattering, fast algorithms, high-
order, inhomogeneous scatterer, penetrable scatterer.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE calculation of electromagnetic scattering from electri-cally large two-dimensional (2-D) surfaces remains one of
the most important and challenging problems in computational
science. Roughly, these problems present difficulties as they re-
quire accurate descriptions and manipulation of highly oscilla-
tory functions. Scattering problems involving 1-D integrals have
been efficiently treated by means of high-order integrators (most
notably the exponentially accurate trapezoidal-type rules [7],
[9], [14], [16], [17]), which reduce dramatically the complexity
necessary to meet a given accuracy requirement. In problems
involving 2-D singular integrals, such as those considered here,
the need for efficient methods is even more pressing; yet, few
high-order algorithms have been proposed in this context, and
limited success has thereby been achieved.
In this paper, we present a new high-order integral algo-
rithm, see [19]. For simplicity, we do not consider here the
2-D integrals arising in scattering from 3-D objects. Instead,
we restrict ourselves to the simplest electromagnetics problem
in which 2-D singular integrals occur: scattering by a 2-D het-
erogeneous body under TE polarized radiation. A basic element
in our method is the use of truncated Fourier expansions of the
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Green’s function of the problem. The logarithmic point-singu-
larities of the Green function manifest themselves, in the finite
Fourier approximations, as singular arcs within the integra-
tion domain. As we shall show, such singularity distributions
(together with appropriate smoothings, in case the refractive
index exhibits discontinuities) allow for computation of the
required 2-D integrals by means of simple 1-D high-order in-
tegrators. The algorithm is fast: it runs in opera-
tions, where is the number of discretization points. The sum
of the Fourier expansions of the integrals together the GMRES
matrix iterative solver, finally, deliver the desired high-order
accuracy.
Although the Fourier series of the Green function converge
slowly around the logarithmic singular points, use of truncated
series as explained above does lead to accurate computations.
Indeed, a Fourier expansion of the kernel of a given order
gives rise to a Fourier expansion of the same order for the
solution. Now, solutions are smoother than the Green’s func-
tion: for a discontinuous scatterer, for example, the solution
is continuous together with its first-order derivatives. It fol-
lows that the Fourier series for the solutions converge much
faster than the corresponding ones for the scatterer, and thus
low-order expansions of the Green function can provide very
good approximations for solutions—in both the near and far
fields. The order of the Green function expansion needs only
to account for the oscillations in the incoming wave and those
of the scatterer itself, as a rather interesting cancellation of
errors produces good approximation for integrals from poor
approximations for the kernel.
The concept of error cancellation mentioned above, which
forms the basis of the algorithm presented in this paper, is il-
lustrated in the Appendix by means of an elementary numer-
ical integration example. In that example, an application of the
trapezoidal rule to a truncated Fourier series of a discontinuous
function results in numerical integrals with errors of the order of
. In fact, is precisely the order of accuracy our method
in the most challenging case of discontinuous distributions of
refractive-index; as shown in Section IV-D, for smoother scat-
terers much higher orders of convergence result. A full theoret-
ical discussion of the convergence rates produced by our algo-
rithm under various smoothness assumptions can be found in
[4].
(A direct application of the methods presented in this paper to
discontinuous scatterers for either TM or 3-D configurations, on
the other hand, would yield the field exterior to the scatterer with
an error of order , since in such cases the normal deriva-
tives of the solution are not continuous across surfaces of dis-
continuity of the refractive index. As shown in [5], however, the
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright.
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convergence rates of our method for all, TE, TM, and 3-D prob-
lems can be improved significantly by appropriate treatment of
thin volumetric regions around surfaces where either disconti-
nuities or reduced smoothness of the refractive index function
occur.)
High-order methods have often been used in problems in-
volving 1-D integrals [7], [14]; combinations of high-order 1-D
integrators with fast summation techniques are given, for ex-
ample, in [8], [17]. As for higher order methods considered ear-
lier for problems related to 2-D singular integrals we mention
[3], [10]. The approach in the first of these papers relies upon
some form of refinement around the singular point. This tech-
nique uses a hierarchy of approximations of various orders to
obtain, from a coarse grid calculation, results equivalent to those
given by a low-order fine grid. This interesting approach ex-
hibits excellent numerical properties for smooth kernels, and
calculations with errors of order of were reported in
some cases. The accuracy of this algorithm is limited for sin-
gular integrals, however, as its discretizations do not resolve the
kernel singularities to high order. As a result, applications of the
method to singular problems exhibit the singularity enhance-
ment associated with direct use of high-order approximation;
for 2-D singular integrals errors of the order of were re-
ported.
In [10], on the other hand, the authors completely avoid
explicit 2-D integrations. Instead, restricting themselves to cal-
culation of solutions of Poisson’s equation in a square (which
can indeed be computed by means of a 2-D singular integral),
they propose an algorithm which proceeds by finding solutions
in small square elements as linear combinations of tensor prod-
ucts of Chebyshev polynomials. These basic elements are then
pieced together to form a continuous solution on the square
domain by means of fast multipole calculation of appropriate
1-D integrals. This method is extremely accurate, and it has
produced full double precision solutions in fast desktop com-
putations. The approach does rely heavily on the existence of a
surface differential equation, which is generally not available,
and it does not seem to extend easily either to integrations
involving general singular kernels or to integration in general
domains.
In sum, general high-order algorithms for problems asso-
ciated with 2-D singular integrals have consistently found
difficulties in the resolution of the high-order components of
singularities and boundaries. Our approach addresses these dif-
ficulties through consideration of truncated Fourier expansions
of the Green function of the problem. Such truncated expan-
sions have the effect of redistributing the Green’s function
singularity into arcs inside the integration domain. The singu-
larity in the 1-D integrals can then be resolved analytically, and
it is, therefore, not necessary to refine the integrators near the
singular points.
Our high-order algorithms can be applied to general configu-
rations, including scatterers in which the refractive index varies
discontinuously. Our approach is related to the well-known
-space method [2], which is based on representation of the the
solution by its Fourier transform, in cartesian coordinates, in
all of space. In this case, truncation of the Fourier transform at
wavenumbers leads to errors of the order of , and thus,
the error in the -space method is of order one in the mesh-size
(compare analysis and numerical results given in [18]). Our
method takes advantage of the highly accurate approximations
provided by Fourier series in the periodic case, and it thus
achieves the claimed high-order accuracy.
In certain nontrivial cases the present algorithms have pro-
vided full double precision accuracies in 10-s desktop compu-
tations (on a 200-MHz SGI computer); for more challenging
configurations, they yield engineering accuracies in short com-
puting times as well as improved solutions with small additional
efforts. An example is provided in Section IV-E of a highly
singular scattering configuration containing cusps, for which so-
lutions with errors of order are obtained in a 13-s compu-
tation on the SGI computer aforementioned. A 2-s calculation
on a 400-MHz PC, on the other hand, produces the solution for a
scatterer nine-wavelengths in size with an error of . This
problem has been treated recently [6], to the same order of ac-
curacy, on a Cray C-90 computer. Thus, the performance of the
present algorithm in general cases improves substantially over
that exhibited by other methods available at present.
II. PRELIMINARIES
We consider a scattering configuration in which a bounded
scatterer is contained within a radius from the origin. The
refractive index varies arbitrarily in , and out-
side the scatterer. Thus, setting we have
(1)
For a given incident field with of wavelength and
wavenumber , the total field , equal to the sum of
and the scattered field , is a solution of Helmholtz’s
equation
(2)
Together with conditions of radiation at infinity, this equation
determines completely. Alternatively, can be obtained as
the solution of the Lippmann-Schwinger integral equation
(3)
where is the Hankel function of the first kind; see, e.g.,
[7]. We will solve this equation by an iterative technique which
requires repeated evaluations of the right-hand side (RHS) of
(3) for given inputs . The accuracy of the calculation will be
limited by that of the integral evaluations; thus, our focus on
high-order quadrature rules for such singular integrals, see Sec-
tion III.
We will be concerned, in particular, with calculation of far-
field patterns. Denoting by the polar coordinates in the
plane, these far fields are determined by the function in the
expression
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(cf. [1, p. 6]). We will compute the function from its Fourier
expansion
The coefficients in this expansion can be obtained easily from
the corresponding expansion for the scattered field
Indeed, by separation of variables we have
for some coefficients . Consideration of the asymptotic form
for the Hankel function readily gives , so that
III. NUMERICAL METHOD
Our algorithm is based on use of the addition theorem
and high-order integration; its main lines are described in
Section III-A. The high-order integrators require careful con-
sideration of the integrand singularities. A discussion of such
singularities and the overall integration strategies are presented
in Sections III-B–E. Numerical tests and examples follow in
Section IV.
A. Addition Theorem
As aforementioned, the addition theorem for the Hankel func-
tion (cf. [7])
(4)
provides a mean to deal with the singular behavior in the inte-
grand of (3). To do this, we use polar coordinates and
Then, in view of our convention (1), the integral on the RHS of
(3) may be expressed in the form
(5)
Introducing the Fourier series expansions of , , and
(6)
(7)
and
(8)
we then obtain
(9)
the integral equation is, thus, equivalent to the system of equa-
tions
(10)
for the unknowns .
Evaluation of quantities such as those on the RHS of (3) can
be performed to high-order provided a high-order integrator is
used for . (Indeed, since the Fourier series (8) for
converges fast, this quantity can be computed as the sum of a
truncated expansion
for relatively small values of .) As we will show, the singu-
larities of the integrand of do allow for high-order inte-
gration. Defining the linear map given by
(11)
and
an application of the iterative solver GMRES to the linear
problem will finally provide the desired
high-order solution.
The case of discontinuous requires special consideration;
the Fourier series of
(12)
will play a central role in this regard; see Section III-C.
In what follows, we will denote
(13)
so that
(14)
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B. Singularities
An application of the addition theorem, as proposed in the
previous section, leads to integration of functions whose singu-
larities can be treated much more easily than those in (5).
The logarithmic singular point in (3) and (5)
becomes a circular singular locus in each one of the
integrands of (9) since the kernel have corner-type
singularities (discontinuous derivatives) at . An added
near-singularity at occurs in (9), which consists of a
logarithmic as well as polar behavior .
This is apparent from the representation (cf. [1, p. 51])
(15)
for the Hankel function of order , where, using
we have denoted
(16)
and
(17)
While the point is not a true singularity of the kernel in (9),
its near singular character described above needs nevertheless to
be taken into account in the design of an integration rule, as it
leads to large values for the derivatives of for values of
and close to zero. Our specific strategy to treat this problem
is explained toward the end of Section III-D.
C. Angular Integration
The fact that the function is discontinuous is the only ob-
stacle to high-order integration in (13). To deal with such pos-
sible discontinuities we approximate by a truncated Fourier
series
(18)
For finite , provides a smooth approximation of , and
therefore, allows for high-order -integration. Furthermore, as
argued in the introduction and illustrated in Section IV, the so-
lution associated with converges fast to the solution associ-
ated with as increases. As a result, high-order integration
can be achieved even for discontinuous scatterers.
In accordance with the quantities , and of (7), (13),
and (14), we define
(19)
(20)
and
(21)
The integrand defining is a periodic regular function
of . Thus, the integration can be performed by means of
the trapezoidal rule, which, in addition to being exponentially
accurate, can be evaluated with a reduced operation count by
means of the fast Fourier transform (FFT). Our integration
problem now reduces to evaluation of radial integrals via
high-order quadrature, cf. Section III-D.
It is important to note here that, unless the function is
smooth within a circular domain, the function is not a
smooth function of . It follows that is also nonsmooth.
For most discontinuous functions arising in practice, how-
ever, high-order integration of in the radial variable is
still possible. Indeed, assume the (possibly discontinuous) func-
tion is piecewise smooth, in the sense that is smooth in
each one of a finite number of domains with piece-
wise smooth boundary. Then, the singularities of must
occur either for values of for which the boundary of one of
the domains is nonsmooth or for values of for which the
circle of radius is tangent to one of the domains . The
type of the corresponding singularities of the function
can then be determined so as to allow for high-order integration
through appropriate changes of variable.
For example, it can be seen that at a point for which
is tangent to one of the domains , the singularity of the func-
tion is of square-root type. More precisely, if lies
outside , say, then this function is nonsmooth at
from the right, but the new function is
smooth at from the right—as it follows easily from the
assumption that the boundary of is itself piecewise smooth.
Thus, a quadratic change of variables can be used to remove the
square-root behavior from the integrands. A change of variable
that resolves the singular behavior in an interval containing
one or possibly both endpoints as square root singularities can
be constructed via manipulation of the function given
by
whose derivative vanishes at and . This trans-
formation eliminates the singular behavior. The convergence
rates resulting as the radial integrator is applied to the resulting
functions is analogous to that resulting as the radial integrator is
applied fully smooth scatterers.
(It is easy to convince oneself that, at tangency, the quantities
indeed have square-root type singularities. To see this,
we first note that the Fourier coefficients of (and )
are given by integrals on an integration domain which, for be-
yond tangency, excludes a certain interval around the tangency
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angle. Now, the equations of the endpoints of the excluded in-
terval have square-root type singularities, so that the Fourier co-
efficients, and thus the function itself, inherit such singular-
ities. In view of (20), finally, the same type of singularities are
present in the function , as claimed.)
D. High-Order Radial Integration
To compute the integral in (21) to high order we first note that
setting
and using (4) we have
(22)
In this section, we assume is differentiable to a sufficiently
high order unless explicitly noted. As remarked at the end of the
previous paragraph this is not a restrictive condition, since an ap-
propriate change of variables can be used to resolve square-root
type singularities that may occur in this function. We note that,
under this assumption, the first integrand in (22) is smooth,
while the second one contains logarithmic as well as polar sin-
gularities at the origin. (While the origin is not within the in-
tegration domain, these singularities do need to be resolved, as
pointed out in Section III-B. This issue is addressed through ap-
propriate moment computations, as indicated at the end of this
section.)
Integration rules of order for integrals of the form
(23)
to
(24)
with smooth can be defined by sets of weights , in such
a way that, for example
(25)
with a similar formula for (23). Here, ,
and the weights , result from exact integration involving
the Lagrange interpolating polynomials [11]. A high-order ra-
dial integrator for (22) can certainly be obtained, for any given
value of , as a combination of high-order integrators (25) in
the regions and . A problem arises in
using this approach in our context, however, as integrals of the
type (22) must be computed for all values of in the radial inte-
gration mesh. Since for any given discretization few or no mesh
points exist between the 0 and for small values of (or for
integrals between and , for close to ) it is not possible
to use the available discretized data to integrate to high-order in
such domains. Therefore, a different overall integration strategy
is necessary in the present radial integration problem.
The integration algorithm we have devised for this problem is
based on actual polynomial interpolations for the smooth func-
tions associated with the integrands in (22). To evaluate
we divide the integration domain in a number of interpola-
tion intervals ; the left and right endpoints of are
denoted by and . Each interval , in turn, is provided with
a grid of equi-spaced interpolation points , ,
with and . Thus, the radial integral is dis-
cretized by an equispaced grid consisting of points, where
(26)
To perform the integrations (23), (24), we define and
to be the polynomials of degree interpolating
the smooth functions and , respectively, at the
points , . Then, denoting by the inter-
polation interval containing point , the first integral in (22) is
approximated by the sum of the integrals
(27)
each one of which can be computed in closed form. (Care should
be exercised when using such exact evaluations, however, as
explained toward the end of this section.) Using (15), on the
other hand, the second integral in (22) will be approximated by
(28)
which can be computed in closed form as well. This provides
a radial integration algorithm of order , with if
is even, and if is odd. An actual implemen-
tation of this approach requires interpolation and integration of
polynomials, both of which give rise to numerical issues which
require consideration, as described in what follows.
With regard to the interpolation problem, a number of pos-
sibilities are available; the algorithm we have chosen, routine
polcof in [15], seems to be the one which suffers from the least
amount of ill-conditioning. While it requires operations, a
higher complexity than the operations required by other
methods, its substantially better performance makes it prefer-
able in our context. In any case, as shown in Section III-E, use of
this method does not alter the order of magnitude of the overall
complexity count of our algorithm.
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The integrations (27), (28) of polynomials multiplied by loga-
rithms and powers also require some consideration. Indeed, the
polynomials produced by the routine polcof mentioned above
are functions of appropriately shifted variables. More precisely,
this routine produces the interpolating polynomials and in
an interval as polynomials of the form
. Here, is a number that is not too far from the interval
—other choices lead to ill-conditioned numerics. Our
usual choice is .
Let us now consider the closed form integration of such
shifted polynomials. In the case of the logarithmic integrands
in (28), for example, the integrations reduce to evaluation of
moments of the type
Expanding the power , these moments could in turn
be computed from the corresponding integrals of products
, which can be obtained in closed form. This strategy
leads to substantial cancellation errors, however, since the
expansion of a binomial can produce a small number
from subtractions involving large numbers arising from powers
of and . The alternative strategy we use is efficient, ac-
curate and, in fact, quite simple: all the required moments
are computed, at the beginning of each run, via Gaussian
quadrature rules. This approach does not unduly increase the
computational complexity as can be seen from the various
numerical examples of Section IV (see, e.g., the normalized
overhead NO in Table XII, which being essentially constant,
shows that the overhead grows linearly with the size of the
discretization). In addition, this method applies even for cases
in which changes of variables are needed for smoothing, as
explained in Section III-C.
E. Complexity
As before, we call and the number of points in the
discretizations for the and variables, respectively; the total
number of discretization points is, therefore, given by
. Computation of the quantity of (20) for a given
value of and for all required values of can be obtained with
spectral accuracy in operations. Indeed, this results
from use of the trapezoidal rule, which yields such exponential
convergence; the reduced operation count can be obtained, in
turn, if the implementation takes advantage of the fact that the
trapezoidal rule is algorithmically identical with certain FFTs.
Thus, a total of operations produce all the neces-
sary angular integrations. As for the radial integration, we note
that each one of the necessary interpolations requires oper-
ations. Now, it is necessary to perform a number of the order
of such interpolations for each one of the angular
modes, so that the total interpolation cost can be estimated by
. If we consider as fixed (this gives the
order of the method), we see our algorithm requires a total op-
eration count of the order of .
This fact is clearly illustrated in Table I, which shows com-
puting times per GMRES iteration for the square scatterer of
TABLE I
COMPUTING TIMES FOR VARIOUS DISCRETIZATIONS AND CORRESPONDING
TIME RATIOS. AS THE SIZE OF THE DISCRETIZATION IS QUADRUPLED,
THE TIME REQUIRED BY ONE ITERATION IS MULTIPLIED BY
A FACTOR APPROXIMATELY EQUAL TO FOUR
TABLE II
COMPUTED VALUES OF log (E(h=2 )=E(h=2 )) FOR COMPOSITE
QUADRATURE RULES USING INTERPOLANTS OF DEGREES d = 1,
d = 2, AND d = 8
Fig. 4. According to Table I, an increase by a factor of four in the
total number of discretization points
leads to an increase by a factor approximately equal to 4 in the
time per iteration—in agreement with our operation count. Note
the accompanying increases in the truncation parameter of
(19) which are necessary to obtain improved accuracies from
the finer discretizations.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present a variety of convergence tests and
demonstrations of the capabilities of our algorithm. Thus, in
Sections IV-A and IV-B, we focus on the convergence proper-
ties of the radial and angular integrators. In Section IV-C, in
turn, we demonstrate the performance of our solver on non-
smooth scatterers. Some of these examples involve scatterers
containing constant refractive indexes. Naturally, the present
solver is not intended for treatment of homogeneous bodies,
which are often handled more efficiently by boundary integral
methods. The homogeneous examples are only used as a check
of correctness and accuracy; a number of other configurations,
containing smooth as well as nonsmooth heterogeneous scat-
terers, are also considered below. In Sections IV-D and IV-E,
finally, we present computations involving a large inhomoge-
neous scatterer and a complex body containing cusps. The com-
putations reported in Sections IV-A, C and E were performed
on a 200-MHz Silicon Graphics R-10 000 desktop computer;
the ones in Sections IV-B and D resulted from computations
performed on a 400-MHz PC, except for Table VIII, which was
performed on a 700-MHz PC. In all the tables in this section, the
quantity “far field error” was computed as the maximum abso-
lute value of the difference between the computed and “exact”
far field. As detailed in the text, the “exact” values of the far
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Fig. 1. Convergence of composite quadrature rules for various values of R. Figures show the error in the far fields for radial approximations with polynomials
of degree d = N   1, and with N = 1; 2; . . . ; 32.
field were computed from an exact solution in some cases, and
from an application of our own numerical method with a very
fine discretization, in other cases. The quantity “ratio,” which
is displayed in several of the tables in this section, equals the
quotient of errors displayed in two consecutive rows.
A. Convergence Tests: Radial Integration
Our first test concerns convergence rates for the radial inte-
grator, for which error bounds follow from the theory of poly-
nomial approximation. In what follows, we call the error
of the radial algorithm of Section III-D using polynomials of
degree on a radial grid of spacing . Based on approximation
theory one can establish the asymptotic identities
if
if (29)
which display the order of convergence of the integrator as
equal to or , depending on the parity of
. Such error estimates manifests themselves clearly in the
corresponding accuracies for the computed solutions—as we
show in what follows. For our tests, we used a homogeneous
circular cylinder of radius 1 with constant index of refraction
under plane wave incidence along the axis. The
corresponding solutions and far-field patterns are given by well
known expressions [12, p. 301] which we use in the following
error evaluations. Since we only wish to test the radial inte-
grator at this stage, for the examples in this section we used a
fixed and sufficiently fine angular mesh so as to ensure double
precision accuracy in all the relevant angular integrals.
Table II shows the calculated values of the quantity on the
left-hand side of (29) for various values of and various
values of . The approximate agreement of these calculated
values with the right hand side of (29) shows that the theo-
retical order of convergence of the radial algorithm is in fact
achieved. The empty entries correspond to cases in which either
the asymptotic regime has not been reached or the machine
precision has been exceeded. In Fig. 1, on the other hand, we
plot the maximum absolute values of the difference of exact
and computed far-field patterns for the circular cylinder as a
function of . These graphs show that, as expected, high-order
integration can lead to very accurate numerics with rather
coarse discretizations. The staircase nature of these curves is
explained by the parity dependence (29) of the error.
B. Convergence Tests: Angular Integration
As we have claimed, our Fourier-smoothing approach gives
rise to high-order convergence even for discontinuous refractive
index distributions, and to even higher order convergence for
smoother scatterers. In order to demonstrate the convergence of
the method as the angular mesh and the Fourier approximations
are enlarged, we use a fixed and very fine radial discretization.
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TABLE III
SCATTERING BY A SQUARE; R = 1
TABLE IV
SCATTERING BY A SQUARE; R = 5
TABLE V
SCATTERING BY THE TWO-LAYER CIRCULAR CYLINDER DEFINED IN (30);
 = 1. ERRORS COMPUTED BY COMPARISON WITH THE EXACT SOLUTION
Our first example in this section concerns scattering by a
square (see Fig. 4). Tables III and IV show the convergence of
the solution as the number of Fourier modes used for Fourier
smoothing of this discontinuous scatterer is increased. The er-
rors in Tables III and IV were computed by comparison with
the numerical solution for a much finer mesh. We see that, con-
sistent with cubic convergence, the error ratios resulting from
doubling of the angular mesh and the Fourier parameter are
approximately equal to eight. An example in which errors for
a discontinuous scatterer are computed by comparison with an
exact solution is presented in the following section.
We next include a classical test case for inhomogeneous-scat-
terer solvers: the two-layer circular cylinder. Here we consider
a cylinder of radius one, with index of refraction defined by
(30)
Numerical results are presented in Tables V–VII; here errors
were computed by comparison with the exact solution. Fig. 2,
in turn, contains a graphical comparison with the exact solu-
tion. Although the function is discontinuous, the con-
vergence of our algorithm is much faster than cubic in this case.
This can be understood easily: the discontinuities in this distri-
bution of refractive index do not give rise to discontinuities in
the variable for any value of . If follows that all the integra-
tions performed involve only smooth functions, and, thus, very
high-order convergence results.
A point of general relevance with regard to the angular in-
tegration is that its influence on the overall complexity of the
method is mostly determined by the number of modes used
to truncate the solution, see (11), rather than the truncation pa-
TABLE VI
SCATTERING BY THE TWO-LAYER CIRCULAR CYLINDER DEFINED IN (30);
 = 2. ERRORS COMPUTED BY COMPARISON WITH THE EXACT SOLUTION
TABLE VII
SCATTERING BY THE TWO-LAYER CIRCULAR CYLINDER DEFINED IN (30);
 = 4. ERRORS COMPUTED BY COMPARISON WITH THE EXACT SOLUTION
TABLE VIII
DEPENDENCE OF COMPUTING TIMES ON F AND N . SCATTERING BY A
SQUARE; R = 5. RUNS PERFORMED ON A 700-MHz PC
rameter or the number of angular discretization points
used. This fact is demonstrated in Table VIII; we see that an in-
crease by a factor of two or even four in does neither give
rise to significant increases in computing time nor to changes in
accuracy, so that, indeed, the most important complexity-con-
trolling parameters are and . (We note that increases in
beyond those required by a certain accuracy must be accompa-
nied by corresponding increases in if the given error level is
to be maintained.) Taking to equal the minimum value for
which a prescribed accuracy is attained, then we find that is
proportional to ; see Tables III, through VII above. In what
follows we, therefore, make reference to the parameter rather
than . As illustrated in Table XII, the overall complexity of
the method is linear in the product .
C. Nonsmooth Objects: Comparison With an Exact Solution
Any scatterer which is not described by a smooth variation of
the refractive index within a circle centered at the origin must be
considered as a nonsmooth scatterer within our framework. For-
tunately, the circular geometry itself provides excellent means to
assess the performance of our methods in such cases. To do this,
it suffices to consider a circular scatterer centered at a point other
than the origin. For our example, we thus consider the circle of
radius 1 centered at the point (2,0) on the real axis, as shown
in Fig. 3. With reference to Section III-A and Section III-C, we
see that the function characterizing this scatterer is discontin-
uous in the integration domain . Note that, for any
given , the approximating function takes nonzero values
almost everywhere in a corona of width 2.
In Table IX, we present the errors in our calculations of both
the near and far fields for this geometry. Here, as well as in
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Fig. 2. Far-field (intensity) scattered by the two-layer circular cylinder defined in (30);  = 4.
TABLE IX
TIMINGS AND ERRORS FOR THE CONFIGURATION OF FIG. 3; N = 3
Section IV-E we used , since higher order
methods did not lead to an improved performance in these non-
smooth cases. (In detail, note that, for a discontinuous scatterer,
the angular integration rule we use is accurate to order 3, and
thus it is not necessary to use radial integration of order higher
than three to preserve an overall third-order convergence. Use
of even higher order radial integration rules do give rise to cor-
respondingly higher order convergence for the radial integrator
(as shown in Fig. 1), and for very high accuracies they would
eventually be preferable to the third-order radial interpolations
used in the text. However, as is known, the integration errors do
not depend on the high-order rule only—they also depend on
the particular function being integrated. It so happens that, for
tolerances of single precision or lower, the radial in-
tegration rule we use produces the results within the prescribed
Fig. 3. A test: Exact geometry treated as a nonsmooth object.
tolerances in the least time, and thus our our choice of such ra-
dial integrator.) Note that, in accordance with (29), the choice
produces a method of order 4. The error in the interior
of the circle was calculated as the maximum difference, in ab-
solute value, between the calculated values and the values given
by the exact solution [12]. The far field error, on the other hand,
is the maximum absolute value of the difference between the
calculated and exact far-field functions of Section II. This
example thus demonstrates the applicability of our algorithm
through comparison with an exact solution, both in the near and
far fields, for cases in which the refractive index (and, therefore,
the functions ) is discontinuous within the integration domain.
Additional applications to nonsmooth scatterers are given in the
following sections; in those cases errors were computed by com-
parison with a highly resolved calculation; a performance sim-
ilar to the one shown in Table IX was obtained in those cases as
well.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 4. Left: A scattering configuration containing corners; Square of side =
p
2 with refractive index n =
p
2. Right: associated far-field pattern R = 2.
TABLE X
ERRORS FOR THE SQUARE SCATTERER OF FIG. 4. R = 2; N = 3
Fig. 5. Scatterer defined by (31) and considered in [6]. Following that
reference, this figure displays the graph of q (x; y) =  m(x; y).
For all nonsmooth scatterers (such as those of Sections IV-C,
IV-E) it is necessary to use a Fourier smoothing for . We
found the value to be adequate in all cases considered
here: computation with and much more resolved dis-
cretizations (in ) yielded identical results as long as the number
of modes was kept constant. Interestingly, higher values of
degrade the quality of the results, unless finer angular dis-
cretizations are used. That is, if an approximation is used
which is sharper (and, therefore, “less smooth”) than it needs to
be for a given accuracy in the approximate solution, then, the
increased nonsmoothness needs to be resolved by means of a
TABLE XI
ERRORS AND COMPUTING TIMES FOR THE CONFIGURATION OF FIG. 5
finer grid in order to avoid introduction of increased integration
errors.
The second example tests the performance of our method in
a case in which the scatterer contains corner-type singularities
(see Fig. 4). The accuracy in these results is comparable to that
of the example of the previous section, see Table X. We see that
the presence of corners does not affect the performance of our
algorithm.
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Fig. 6. Left: A scattering configuration containing geometric singularities. Right: Associated far-field pattern; R = 3.
TABLE XII
ERRORS AND TIMINGS FOR THE CONFIGURATION OF FIG. 6: N = 3 AND R = 3, SHOWING A LINEAR DEPENDENCE OF INTEGRATION
TIMES AND OVERHEAD ON M  N
D. An Electrically Large Scatterer
In a recent study [6] on solution of acoustic inverse problems,
configurations were considered for the scatterer defined by
(31)
within the circle of radius (see Fig. 5) and with values of
from to . We show below a convergence study of our
method applied to this problem for , and ; note the
quartic convergence on the radial mesh-size which is due to our
choice for the interpolation order (cf. Section IV-A).
Reference [6] does not provide timings for the direct problem
solutions; however, the solution of the inverse problem, which
includes direct solutions with an accuracy of for nine
frequencies, is completed in calculations of the order of 120 s
on a Cray C-90 computer. Table XI, on the other hand, shows
computations within the same accuracy in computing times of
the order of at most 2 s in a 400-MHz PC.
E. A Scatterer Containing Complex Geometric Singularities
Finally, we consider the scattering configuration depicted in
Fig. 6 formed by twelve touching circles of refractive index ,
eight of radius 0.5 and four of radius 0.25, in such a way that
the smallest circle containing the scatterer has radius .
The cusps in this geometry are well known to present severe
difficulties to other algorithms. For such a discontinuous refrac-
tive index it is necessary to use Fourier smoothing; the value
was used here. (Thorough numerical tests, including
comparison with the exact solution mentioned later, as well as
convergence tests, have shown that the values of the smoothing
parameter we used give converged solutions within the error
bars quoted.) Table XII shows convergence studies for
and . Errors in the table (maximum absolute values in
the far field) were obtained by comparison with a much more
refined discretization: , and in
the case , and , , and
for . Near-field errors are generally larger by a factor of
10. As claimed, our algorithm resolves the configuration
with an error of order in a 13-s run. The restart parameter
required by GMRES was taken to equal 4 in the case
and to equal 40 for . OH denotes the overhead, and NO
and NT denote the normalized quantities
. In order
to insure that these tests give an accurate measure of the error
we applied the same procedure to the off-center circle of non-
smooth for which an analytical solution is known. For
using 10, 20 and 40 our solver yields errors of ,
and , respectively. For using 10,
20 and 40 modes we obtained errors of , and
, respectively, in good agreement with the orders of the
errors shown in Table XII.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have introduced a new high-order integral
algorithm for the solution of scattering problems by hetero-
geneous bodies. As demonstrated in a number of examples,
our algorithm runs in operations where is
the number of discretization points, and it produces Far Fields
with an error of order for discontinuous refractive
indexes—and much higher convergence rates for smooth
refractive indexes. The fast/high-order character of this method
allowed us to produce solutions with several digits of accuracy
in small computing times, even for large scatterers containing
geometric singularities such as corners, edges, and cusps.
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Fig. 7. Functions f and g.
APPENDIX
ERROR CANCELLATION
The concept of error cancellation that lies at the basis of the
algorithm introduced in this paper may be readily illustrated by
means of an elementary numerical example: use of Fourier ex-
pansions to produce high-order numerical evaluations of an in-
tegral of the form , where: i) is a discontinuous
periodic function, and where: ii) is a function which is contin-
uous together with its derivative, but whose second derivative is
discontinuous. For this example, we use the functions
and
see Fig. 7; we have . The discontinu-
ities of and the degree of smoothness of correspond, respec-
tively, to those of the refractive index and the scattered field
for a discontinuous scatterer; in our method, products are
integrated over a period of the angular variable for each fixed
radius. In analogy with our method, here we proceed to eval-
uate the integral of by replacing and by their respective
Fourier series truncated to order —including modes between
and only—, evaluating their pointwise product, and in-
tegrating the result by means of the trapezoidal rule—with
points and mesh-size . [We emphasize here that
the Fourier coefficients of the discontinuous function function
should be accurate, and could not, therefore, be produced by a
TABLE XIII
CONVERGENCE TEST FOR THE EVALUATION OF f()g()d AS A FUNCTION
THE NUMBER OF MODES N USED FOR f AND g
simple integration rule. Fortunately, it is not hard to produce ac-
curate Fourier coefficients for , as it is generally the case for the
angular Fourier coefficients of a given distribution of refractive
indexes: either closed expressions or simple 1-D high-order inte-
gration rules “by-pieces” can be used.] The accuracies resulting
from these operations are displayed in Table XIII. We see that
the error in the approximate integral is of the order (since the
“Ratio” of the absolute error for to that resulting for
is approximately equal to 8) in spite of both, the Gibbs
phenomenon and the low order convergence of the series for the
discontinuous function . This cancellation of errors can be ex-
plained through consideration of the error arising in the zero-th
order coefficient of the function as a result of the truncations
used, see [4]. Naturally, even higher order convergence results for
smoother functions and (or and ). We point out, however,
that, even in the most singular case considered here, it suffices to
use 64 points to produce results with an accuracy better than full
single precision. Tight error estimates for the numerical method
presented in this paper are given in [4].
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